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1. QUICK START IN FIVE SIMPLE STEPS 

 
1. To win the game, collect a connection between five continuous stations (five connecting 

stations) in the Play Field. The stations must be Active 
2. Before the game starts, shuffle Station and Fortune Cards separately, and put them on the 

Play Field as shown in the chapter 4.1. Play Field. Then give 5 Station Cards to each 
player. Each player should see other players' cards. 

3. Roll the dice to find out who starts the game. A player who gets the highest result starts 
the game. Then, other players play in a clockwise order 

4. The game is divided into turns, within each turn the player does as follow: 
Phase 1: On the beginning of your turn, roll the dice. If the result is 6, then draw a 
Fortune Card from the Fortune Cards Stock, else draw a Station Card from the Station 
Cards Stock 
Phase 2: Then you may play a Station Card(s) from your hand, creating no more than                     
1 Connection in a turn. A connection can be created between two Station Cards, which 
have the same Connection Number. If you create a new Connection, draw a Fortune 
Card from the Fortune Cards Stock. You may also play one Fortune Card from your 
hand per turn. 

 Then, if you do not want or cannot play more cards, your turn ends. 
5. Remember that at the end of each turn, each player can hold no more than 5 Station Cards 

and 2 Fortune Cards in his/her hand. Each card above the limit must be discarded to the 
Discarded Station Cards or the Discarded Fortune Cards stocks respectively 

 
To know all game rules, read the following chapters of this rulebook. 
Also, see the Video Guide: How to start the game? at getthem5.com/videoguides 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1. What is the Keep London MovingTM game? 
 
The Keep London Moving is an exciting card game about the London Underground network. 
During the game, players collect cards to achieve a connection between five continuous 
stations. The simple task is complicated by fortune cards, which players may use to change 
the gameplay. Very simple rules and unexpected twists bring excitement, fun and challenge 
for all players. 
 
2.2. How to read the rulebook? 
 
The rulebook describes the Keep London MovingTM game rules. The rulebook is divided by 
chapters, which are listed in the contents. Key terms are written in Capitals to clearly identify 
them. The terms are described in detail in the chapter 6. 
 
2.3. Short story about the London Underground. 
 
In 1863 in London, the world's first underground railway was opened. Soon after that, new 
underground lines were introduced. At the beginning, private companies were managing the 
lines, but they were not cooperating with each other. People who travelled using different lines, 
had to purchase a separate ticket for each line. In the early years of the 20th century, the 
managing companies established a marketing agreement to unify maps, publicity, ticketing 
and the Underground signs. In 1933, most of the underground railways merged and formed 
the London Passenger Transport Board. In the same year, Harry Beck introduced his 
diagrammatic tube map. During the World Word II, many of stations were used as air-raid 
shelters. In 2000, London Underground became part of Transport for London. Three years 
later, an Oyster Card was introduced as a contactless electronic ticket. In 21st century, the 
London Underground is one of the most famous public transport systems in the World with               
a design icon that has become an incredible part of London's history and culture. 
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3. BASIC RULES 

3.1. How to win the game. 
 
You win the game if you create a connection between five continuous stations in the Play 
Field. The stations must be Active. 
 
3.2. Starting the game. 
 
Before the game starts, prepare the Play Field as shown in the section 4.1. Play Field. Shuffle 
Station and Fortune Cards separately and form Station Cards and Fortune Cards stocks. 
Give five Station Cards to each player. Each player should see other players' cards. If you do 
not like Station Cards which you drew, you can use Unlucky Hand rule. If you do, then you 
must discard all five cards from your hand. Add those cards into the Station Cards Stock, 
shuffle that stock, and draw four new cards. You can use this rule only one time and you draw 
four new cards, instead of five. 
 
Roll the dice to find out who starts the game. A player who gets the highest result starts the 
game. Then, other players play in a clockwise order. The game starts. See chapter 3.3. Parts 
of the turn to find out how to play. Also, visit getthem5.com/videoguides to see Video Guide: 
How to start the game? 
 
3.3. Parts of the turn. 
 
The gameplay is divided into turns. Each turn proceeds in the same sequence and only                        
a player whose turn it is may play. 
 
TURN BEGINS 
 
Phase 1. Roll the dice. If the result is 6, then draw a Fortune Card from the Fortune Cards 
Stock, else draw a Station Card from the Station Cards Stock. 
 
Phase 2. You may play a Station Card(s) from your hand, creating no more than 1 Connection 
in a turn. A connection can be created between Station Cards, which have the same 
Connection Number. If you create a new Connection, draw a Fortune Card from the Fortune 
Cards Stock. You may also play one Fortune Card from your hand per turn. 
 
If you do not want or cannot play more cards, then your turn ends. At the end of each turn, 
each player can hold no more than 5 Station Cards and 2 Fortune Cards in his/her hand. Each 
card above the limit must be discarded. 
 
TURN ENDS 
 
A turn is individual for each player. If a Fortune Card states that something happens for                          
3 turns, it means that it lasts for 3 turns of a player who plays that Fortune Card.                                     
For ex. if a Fortune Card disables a Station Card for 3 turns, it means it will be disabled until 
a player, who played the Fortune Card, finishes his third turn from the time he played the 
Fortune Card. 
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3.4. Creating a Connection. 
 
Connection is an association of two Station Cards in the Play Field, with the same Connection 
Number. In real world, it means that both stations are next to each other. You can create                       
a Connection if you have Station Cards with the same Connection Number, either in your hand 
and in the Play Field. For each new created Connection, you draw one Fortune Card. 
 
You can create Connections in the Play Field only, which means that cards in your hand do 
not form Connections, until they are in the Play Field. You can create no more than one 
connection per turn. Please note that Terminus stations have possibility to create one 
connection only. Terminus stations do not form connections to each other. 
 
3.5. Disabling a card. 
 
You can disable a Station Card(s) in the Play Field using some Fortune Cards to make                          
it temporarily unavailable. If a Station Card is Disabled, a player who owns it, cannot create                    
a new connection to that card. Moreover, if you hold five continuous stations in the Play Field, 
but any of that cards is Disabled, you do not win the game. You need to wait until each station 
is Active. 
 
If your Station Card is Disabled, you should show it by rotating that card by 90 degrees. 
Moreover, to have a better control of for how long the card is Disabled, we suggest to put a 
dice on that card, to show how many more turns the card is Disabled for.   
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4. GAMEPLAY 
 
4.1. Play Field. 
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4.2. Parts of a Station Card. 
 

 
 
For more info see Video Guide: Station Card and Connections at getthem5.com/videoguides 
 
4.3. Parts of a Fortune Card. 
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5. HELP POINT 
 
What if there is a Station Card in the Play Field with no Connection (the Connection was 
broken)? 
Return that card to its owner's hand. 
 
What if I hold more than 5 Station Cards or more than 2 Fortune Cards in my hand? 
At the end of each turn, each player who do not want or cannot play cards above the limit, 
must discard them to the Discarded Station Cards or Discarded Fortune Cards stocks 
respectively. 
 
Can I exchange or share my cards with other players? 
No, you cannot exchange or share your cards with other players voluntarily. 
 
Shall I make cards in my hand visible to other players? 
Yes, each player should see other players’ cards in their hands. 
 
Can I play any card in other player's turn? 
You can play Station or Fortune Cards in your own turn only. 
 
What shall I do if there is no more Station or Fortune Cards to draw? 
You should shuffle cards from the Discarded Station Cards or the Discarded Fortune Cards 
stocks to form a new Station Cards or Fortune Cards Stocks respectively. If there are no more 
cards available on both Station Cards and Discarded Station Cards stocks, then Fast 
Gameplay mode applies. 
 
When a station gets an Active or Disabled status? 
When you play a station into the Play Field, it automatically gets Active status. Stations                 
in the Play Field can be temporarily Disabled by Fortune Cards. 
 
Do cards in my hand have an Active or Disabled status? 
Cards have a status when they are in the Play Field only. 
 
What shall I do if a station is Disabled? 
You should show it, by rotating that card by 90 degrees. We also suggest to put a dice on that 
card to help you to remember how many turns are left for the station to be Disabled. 
 
Can I browse any of the cards stocks? 
None of the cards’ stocks can be browsed voluntarily. 
 
Can I create a Connection with a Station Card in the Play Field, which is Disabled? 
You can form Connections with Active stations only. 
 
Can I play more than 1 Station Card in my turn? 
Yes, unless you create no more than 1 Connection per turn. It means that you can play                           
2 Station Cards from your hand, forming no more than 1 Connection in the Play Field. 
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Can I play more than 1 Fortune Card in my turn? 
You can play no more than 1 Fortune Card from your hand per turn. 
 
When can I draw a Fortune Card? 
Basically you draw a Fortune Card when you get 6 when rolling a dice on the beginning                        
of your turn. Also, you draw 1 Fortune Card for each newly created Connection between 
Station Cards. Also, playing some Fortune Cards may let you draw another one. 
 
Can I discard any card from my hand voluntary? 
No, you cannot discard any card from your hand voluntarily, unless you hold cards above the 
cards limit. 
 
Why some information written on the Station Cards are not used in the game? 
Some information, for ex. connection with other Underground Lines, is included for extra value 
for a card itself. However, it is possible that additional information will be used in the future 
game variations. 
 
What is Fast Gameplay rule and when it applies? 
Fast Gameplay is an accelerated game mode when all Station Cards are possessed by 
players and there are no more Station Cards left on both Station Cards and Discarded Station 
Cards stocks. If you need to draw a Station Card but there are no more Station Cards in both 
stocks, then Fast Gameplay starts. On the beginning of your turn, roll the dice as usually. But 
this time if you get one, then you can take any Station Card from any player's hand and put it 
into your hand. If you get six, you can take any Station Card from the Play Field, with no more 
than one connection, and put it into your hand. If you get another result, then nothing happens. 
You cannot play a Station Card in the same turn, when you took it from you Opponent. You 
must wait for your next turn to play it. In this game mode the limit of Station Cards in your hand 
is abandoned. 
 
Did you not find your answer here? Visit Help Point at getthem5.com or write to use 
contact@getthem5.com 
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6. GLOSSARY 
 
Overground / Underground Station (Open / Tunnel Section) - a station type saying if the 
station is positioned above or below ground. White colour of a Station Card outline describes 
overground station (also known as Open Section), and black outline - underground station 
(also known as Tunnel Section). 
 
Active / Disabled status - a station status in the Play Field saying if a station is Active or not. 
All Station Cards put into Play Field get automatically Active status. You can create                                
a Connection with a station which is Active only. To win the game, all of your five continuous 
stations must be Active. A station can be Disabled by a Fortune Card. Station disability is 
temporary and lasts for several turns, as stated by the Fortune Card. To show a station 
disability, rotate it by 90 degrees. 
 
Station Card - a card representing station, which players collect to create Connections. Parts 
of a Station Card are described in the chapter 4.2. Parts of a Station Card. 
 
Fortune Card - a card representing fortune scenario, which players collect and play to change 
the gameplay. Parts of a Fortune Card are described in the chapter 4.3. Parts of a Fortune 
Card. 
 
Station Cards Stock - stock with Station Cards. Players draw Station Cards from that stock. 
Cards in that stock are positioned face down, and cannot be browsed by players voluntarily.                
If cards from the stock end, then shuffle all cards from the Discarded Station Cards Stock and 
form a new Station Cards Stock. If there is no Station Cards in both stocks, then Fast 
Gameplay applies. 
 
Fortune Cards Stock - stock with Fortune Cards. Players draw Fortune Cards from that stock. 
Cards in that stock are positioned face down, and cannot be browsed by players voluntarily.                 
If cards from the stock end, then shuffle all cards from the Discarded Fortune Cards Stock and 
form a new Fortune Cards Stock. 
 
Discarded Station Cards Stock - stock with discarded Station Cards. Players discard Station 
Cards to that stock. Cards in that stock are positioned face up, and cannot be browsed by 
players voluntarily. Only a card on the top should be visible to all players. 
 
Discarded Fortune Cards Stock - stock with discarded Fortune Cards. Players discard 
Fortune Cards to that stock. Cards in that stock are positioned face up, and cannot be browsed 
by players voluntarily. Only a card on the top should be visible to all players. 
 
Terminus Station - a station which is the last one in the underground line. Terminus stations 
can form one Connection only and they do not connect to each other. 
 
Play Field - a place where players play cards from their hand. The Play Field is described in 
the chapter 4.1. Play Field 
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Hand - when you draw a card, you put it into your hand. You play cards to the Play Field from 
your hand. You can hold up to five Station Cards and two Fortune Cards in your hand at the 
end of each turn. Each card above the limit must be discarded. Each player sees all cards in 
each player's hand. 
 
Station Name - individual name of a station represented on a Station Card 
 
Connection Number - number of a connection to another Station Card. Cards with the same 
Connection Number can form a Connection 
 
Station Card Outline - the colour of a Station Card's outline says if the station is below ground 
- black outline, or above ground - white outline 
 
Card Illustration - illustration or photograph representing a Station or a Fortune Card 
 
Interchange - information about possible interchange to other underground or railway lines 
 
Fare Zone - information about a Fare Zone which applies to a station 
 
Line Colour - information about association of a station to an underground line 
 
Card Description - information about a station, including additional features 
 
Nearest Station - information about the nearest station(s), which target Station Card can form 
connection(s) to 
 
Date Built / In Use - information of when a station was built or when it is in use from 
 
Borough - information of which borough a station belongs to 
 
Connection - association of two Station Cards in the Play Field, with the same Connection 
Number. For each new created Connection you draw a Fortune Card. 
 
Heritage - a station feature, saying if the station has a heritage status. For the game 
simplification, there is no classification for listing grades and all listed stations have been 
classified as Heritage 
 
Easy Access - a station feature, saying if the station has an easy access to the platform. For 
the game simplification, either step-free access from train to street and steep-free access from 
platform to street have been both classified as Easy Access 
 
Unlucky Hand - the game rule, saying that at the beginning of the game, you can discard all 
five Station Cards from your hand, and then draw new four Station Cards. Refer to chapter 
3.2. Starting the game to read more information about Unlucky Hand rule 
 
Fast Gameplay - the game mode, which applies when there is no more Station Cards on both 
Station Cards and Discarded Station Cards stocks. Refer to chapter 5. Help Point to read more 
information about the Fast Gameplay mode 
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Abbreviations: 
H&C - Hammersmith & City 
LB - London Borough 
LU - London Underground 
LTD - Limited 
RB - Royal Borough 
TfL - Transport for London 
W&C - Waterloo & City 
 
7. QUESTIONS 
 
For more information visit our website! 
www.getthem5.com 
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----- 
 
All information included in the cards were obtained from information available for public,                     
in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act in the UK. The designers paid high 
attention to keep all information as accurate as possible. However, some information may 
differ to reality. The Keep London MovingTM game is designed for fun and education purposes 
only. The game is not for hazard purposes and other purposes limited or restricted by law. 
 

----- 
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